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1. Introduction
‘Finger Blindness’
‘The brain discovers what the fingers explore. The density of nerve endings in our fingertips is
enormous. Their discrimination is almost as good as that of our eyes. If we don't use our fingers, if in
childhood and youth we become 'finger-blind', this rich network of nerves is impoverished - which
represents a huge loss to the brain and thwarts the individual's all-round development. Such damage
may be likened to blindness itself. Perhaps worse, while a blind person may simply not be able to find
this or that object, the finger-blind cannot understand its inner meaning and value.
If we neglect to develop and train our children's fingers and the creative form-building capacities of
their hand muscles, then we neglect to develop their understanding of the unity of things; we thwart
their aesthetic and creative powers. Those who shaped our age-old traditions always understood
this.
But today Western civilisation, an information-obsessed society that overvalues science and
undervalues true worth, has forgotten it all. We are ‘value damaged’. The philosophy of our
upbringing is science-centred and our schools are programmed toward that end…
These schools have no time for the creative potential of the nimble fingers and hands and that
arrests the all-round development of our children, and of the whole community.’
The above extract was written by Swedish Neurophysiologist Professor Matti Bergström from
Helsingfors University in Finland (D. Mitchell & P. Livingstone, 1999).

I grew up and lived in the city for a large part of my adult life, but despite this I have always loved
the outdoors and I have always been keen to explore and discover wherever I went. It wasn’t until
my daughter was a very young child when I first moved more permanently to a rural setting. And
despite having attended a Steiner School for the whole of my education and having experienced a
lot of art, craft and learning through doing both at school and through some of my adult working
life, re-discovering nature by being surrounded by it day and night, opened up a whole new set of
experiences for me!
After having taught Woodwork to children with moderate to severe learning difficulties, a position
became available in 2012 to take on an Outdoor Curriculum Teacher post and I haven’t looked back
since!
Through my work and my experiences, I am a firm believer in what Steiner Education can offer to
children, both in settings for typical learners as well as for children in SEN schools. Combining
Steiner Education with the Outdoor Classroom offers even more possibilities, particula rly to those
who might struggle with traditional desk-based indoor learning.
With this project, I have set out to explore some of the values of what the Outdoor Curriculum can
offer and one of the aims is to lay out a practical guide and a set of ideas how to work with the
Outdoor Classroom. The subject is by no means exhausted in this project as, indeed, a lot more
research and explorations can be made. The main message is to get outside with children and offer
them as many experiences as possible in a setting surrounded and immersed in nature and natural
resources. Working with what the land can offer, will spark an interest in children. This in turn is
central to the wellbeing of the child and the development the child goes through and has the added
benefit that we increase our chances for future generations to continue to help look after the
natural environment we rely on and live in!
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2. Changes in attitudes around children working, learning and being in the
natural environment
For several hundreds of thousands of years modern humans have been living with and relying on
nature and the natural environment for their habitat, food and resources, largely as huntergatherers. And since the dawn of agriculture, between 8000-5000 BC, most humans lived in rural
communities and farmed the land. Only in the last couple of hundred years did industry and
technology evolve and even as late as the 1950s, most young people in the US had a link to
agriculture one way or another. However, this connection with the land changed during the course
of the 20th century. In the early 1900s more than 90% of people in the US lived in rural areas and
just 10% were living in urbanised areas. By the early 2000s this trend had reversed itself which
means that in the US 90% of the population lives in urban places and a mere 10% are still considered
to be rural (D. Mitchell, 2006). In the UK the urban population is currently around 80% and only 10%
of children in the UK have regular contact with nature compared to their parents’ gener ation where
the figure was 40%. Since the 1930s around 97% of wildflower meadows have disappeared and 90%
of the areas a child could roam in unsupervised went, just in the space of one generation (E.
Bradshaw, 2013).
In 2009 a turning point occurred at a global scale where more people were living as city dwellers
compared to the rural population! And this trend is predicted to keep going up which means that by
2050, 7 out of 10 people will be living in the city.

There is plenty of research on the impact nature has on humans and how nature leads children to
thrive intellectually, spiritually and on a physical and emotional level. However, the urbanisation of
the population, which has been significantly aided by the onset of the digital age, and as result the
reduction in ‘exposure’ to nature, has a profound effect on humans. Michael Gurian states that
‘neurologically, humans have not caught up with today’s over-stimulating environment’ (D. Mitchell,
2006).
During this shift in the urbanisation of the population there has been a dramatic increase in children
struggling with listening, paying attention, following directions and being able to focus. This increase
also resulted in an increase in diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and Attention Deficit
Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) for children in countries such as the US (33% increase from 1997 to
2002, although this may be partly influenced by ‘over-diagnosis’ and intense marketing by the
pharmaceutical industry too!). Furthermore, this resulted in an increase in prescribed stimulant
medications such as Ritalin, which can often become addictive.
In addition to ADD and ADHD, research undertaken by Richard Louv also highlighted increases in
childhood obesity (In the UK childhood obesity has more than doubled in the last 20 years! (E.
Bradshaw, 2013)), diabetes, depression and he referred to ‘an erosion of mental, physical and
spiritual health’ due to ‘nature deficit disorder’. Nature deficit disorder is a phrase Louv came up
with, stating that ‘it is not meant to be a medical diagnosis but rather to serve as a description of the
human costs of alienation from the natural world’. Furthermore, he adds that humans ‘don’t do well
when we lose our connection with trees, hills, sky and streams’ and that being stuck in front of a
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screen (In the UK children aged 11-15 spend on average 7.5 hours a day in front of a screen (E.
Bradshaw, 2013)) and having ‘over-structured’ free time (i.e. after school clubs, etc.) means the
connection with nature is lost (R. Louv, 2005).
As well as the demographic and technological changes referred to above, there are other influences
which have changed the attitude to outdoor play and learning. For example, a change in educational
attitudes has meant that children need to increase their ‘learning time’ in order to be prepared for
being tested. This resulted in a number of schools in the US to reduce their (outdoor) break times in
between lessons. Too much structured time after school doesn’t allow a child to explore
imaginatively and creatively and doesn’t support free discovery of the natural world.
City planning and subsequent open space and parkland planning will also influence how children can
have access to ‘unstructured outdoor play’. For example open spaces in an urban setting which are
filled with structured sports fields reduces creative and imaginative play. Rules, regulations and laws
may forbid children to cycle, fly kites, climb trees, go fishing, etc. in open space areas. Some of these
rules may not necessarily just come from local government, but be implemented by the local
community, housing associations or land owners too. Even nature conservation organisations could
be a cause of restrictions.
The factor of fear has become a significant issue in unstructured time in the outdoors too. Whereas
in previous generations children were encouraged to go out and play from dusk till dawn, nowadays
parents have an understandable fear of traffic, crime, stranger-danger, general health & safety and
even a fear of nature itself! Being indoors, in front of a screen, is often deemed far safer than being
outdoors. Many of these fears are fuelled by media hype, ‘facts’ which are not based on evidence,
myths, the film industry, etc.
Overall, the reduction in exposure to the natural environment has seen a reduction in the ability for
critical thinking, for children to learn to evaluate risks and for learning to tackle problem solving!
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3. The values and benefits of working and learning in the outdoors
Playing in the outdoors is something which comes very natural to children. A large part of the
kindergarten years take place in the outdoors so resilience is already being developed during this
time.
‘Active learning in the Early Years naturally has a strong connection with the outdoors, and indeed
Steiner schools in Europe have been prominent in pioneering ‘forest’ kindergartens, where pupils are
outside in nature for almost the entire day. Outdoor play, then, is essential in Early Years settings,
and walks on which pupils can collect seasonal treasures are important because these experiences
can be combined with stories, activities and movement to create a rhythmical experience of the
year.’ (S. Gillman, 2014).
After kindergarten, where children learn through imitation and play in the realm of the will, the
emphasis of learning in the Steiner School Class Teacher years (Classes 1 – 8) moves on to the
feeling realm where natural authority as well as imagination become more prevalent. Alongside the
feeling realm, learning through doing is still important. The environment for imaginative learning to
take place in is very important for the developing child. Being confined to the classroom, let alone
being desk-based, can therefore be very restrictive in a child’s learning.
Below are some of the values and benefits of working and learning in the outdoors:
Outdoor Space and Nature
The main theme of an Outdoor Curriculum is based on being outdoors a large proportion of the
school timetable and not necessarily the whole timetable. The latter may be relevant for very young
children though. There are well documented benefits in being outdoors and having access to space
and the natural environment.
To have access to the outdoors and spending regular time in the outdoor environment has a lot of
therapeutic value. Having space means that children who might not cope well with confined spaces
feel more at ease and anxieties and behaviours can be supported in a better way. Plenty of space
and being able to reduce sensory processing from enclosed and human-made environments, many
children who might otherwise have some difficulties with sensory processing and other anxieties,
generally feel more at ease.
Spending time in a natural environment reduces sensory overloads, stimulation and other reasons
which might lead to anxiety. Connecting with nature has a calming effect and working with natural
resources creates the ability to tune into one’s surrounding better. Research has shown that being
exposed to green spaces will reduce the risk of ADHD and will increase the ability to focus and think
more clearly (R. Louv, 2005). Further research suggests that nature will reduce stress and stimulate
creativity. (D. Mitchell, 2006).
Protecting Nature
With the urbanisation of the global population and as a consequence, the marginalisation of the
natural world, it is vital that nature gets protected, looked after and researched. This will be even
more important for future generations. In order to understand it and to learn to protect it, children
need to connect with the natural world through spending time in it, exploring, playing, learning and
working in nature. Spending time in the natural world might enable children to ‘tune into’ the
rhythm of nature and it is the wisdom and the understanding of this rhythm of nature which has
largely been lost to modern humans. Once the interest is there, respecting nature will lead to
working with and protecting nature.
The Four Elements
Already in Ancient Greece a fourfold picture of nature was defined with the Four Elements: earth,
water, air and fire. And, although modern science has recognised many more elements, it agrees
that there are still four states of matter: solid (earth), liquid (water), gas (air), and plasma (fire).
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Having an awareness and working with the four temperaments can be invaluable within education.
As there is a connection between each temperament and each of the four elements (Melancholic earth; Phlegmatic - water; Sanguine - air; Choleric – fire), bringing the elements into education can
play an important role in a child’s development (R. Steiner, 1909). The four elements can provide
corner stones for many lessons and activities and certainly form an integral part of the Crafts where
through the four elements transformation takes place with materials from the kingdoms of nature
(see below).

Outdoor Activities (play and exploration)
This largely applies throughout the kindergarten years. Outdoor play gradually develops into the
social realm as well as working and learning. But it might also be relevant still in Class 1 and certainly
in case a new child joins the school during the Lower School years as they might need time to settle
into the new school environment and benefit from exploration and play in the outdoors. Once
exploration has completed, pupils start to feel more confident around the grounds and this forms a
basis for transition from the young child to the school-going child.
Outdoor Activities (the crafts)
Many children learn mainly through doing and making things. These children are known as
kinaesthetic learners. However, it is essential that all children have a substantial experience of
learning through doing throughout their upbringing as it helps to balance out ‘thinking-learning’.
This is why the crafts play a key role in Steiner Education. Crafts are clearly not only taught to learn
new skills or even to turn out professionals. The Crafts bring movement and coherence between
head, heart and hands. In a craft activity head, heart and hands are brought into a particular
relationship with each other. Craft lessons enable children to form relationships with the natural
world and children engage in processes involving different materials, traditional skills, and mastering
the use of tools and equipment as well as exploring their own creativity.
‘I hear and I forget… I see and I remember… I do and I understand!’ – Confucius (551–479 BC)
On a therapeutic level, the craft movements and rhythms are not only developing motor skills, in
the practice of work movements, also referred to as ‘working gestures’, the will of the child is being
developed too. ‘It is in the very nature of this process that the character of the gesture works
inwards to foster the unfolding and harmonious development of cognition, aesthetic sensibility and
practical know-how’ (B. Graves, 2002).
Aonghus Gordon developed a craft curriculum for the Hiram Trust in the 1990’s accessing the four
elements of Earth, Water, Air and Fire through the three Kingdoms of Nature, referred to as
‘Descent into Matter’. The child’s descent into matter starts with the tactile experience of wool at
the kindergarten stage and via the plant world (basketry and woodwork) the adolescent reaches the
mineral world with clay and metal. Each craft project can therefore be integrated in relation to the
environment and the landscape (A. Gordon, 1993). As the child progresses through the crafts,
gradually matter gets more and more transformed through different processes, partly through the
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use of fire or other elements. Working through the three kingdoms of nature, each of these have
corresponding crafts, giving the nine ancient crafts of mankind:
 Animal: felt-making (shearing), weaving (spinning) and leatherwork (tanning)
 Plant: basketry (collecting), carving (planting) and green woodwork (felling)
 Mineral: pottery (digging), glass (extracting) and metalwork (refining)
‘The more we take into account that intellect develops from the movements of the limbs, from
dexterity and skills, the better it will be.’ - Rudolf Steiner (The Basle Course on Pedagogy, 1920)
Outdoor Activities (Sawing, Splitting and Stacking)
One particular element of outdoor activities offers a key role in outdoor learning and that is
preparing wood for the open fire. Fire wood preparation brings key skills through sawing wood to
length, splitting it into logs and stacking the wood for seasoning. All three of these activities aid to
the development of a sense of rhythm, movement, focus and space. On a sensory level children feel
their body, learn to use it efficiently and with determination and they find their strengths (and
sometimes weaknesses). Overall sawing and splitting help to build up confidence and a sense of
achievement as the effect of the sawing/splitting is imminent with the wood separating after brief
intense efforts. Stacking wood for seasoning will help with the development of skills in planning and
creating order which in turn are needed with academic skills at later stages. Seasoning fire wood
also creates a sense of a time frame and getting things ready for the near future. These activities can
bring huge social values and learning too, from team work to providing for your fellow human being.

Outdoor Activities (Bushcraft)
Bushcraft activities enable children to acquire skills, gain knowledge and build up confidence for
living and thriving in the natural environment, to be comfortable in the outdoors and for using
nature's resources in a sustainable manner.
Bushcraft skills include camp crafts, fire crafts and wood crafts - including how to use tools such as
knives and axes; living off the land - including foraging and hunting; providing shelter and protection
from the elements; and other wilderness survival skills such as use of water, cordage, cooking with
wild food, etc.
Many of these skills might be based on the experience and knowledge gained by cultures from
around the world, some of which have been applied and refined over many thousands of years.
Above all, Bushcraft is about striving to learn more about the flora and fauna around us with a deep
respect and interest for what nature can offer to the human being.
(For further information see Appendix (C): Bushcraft Syllabus).
Outdoor Activities (Outdoor pursuits)
Children can relate well to many outdoor pursuits such as cycling, rock climbing, horse riding, sailing,
canoeing, abseiling, etc. As well as the sheer fun that comes with these activities, they also set new
challenges, help children to discover what the world can offer and where unknown talents my lie,
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they might help with overcoming barriers and fears and in some instances even offer therapeutic
value. For some children, particularly those who are perhaps more vulnerable or those who might
have certain physical or other limitations, participating in outdoor pursuits may boost their selfworth and self-esteem.
Rhythm and Structure
Providing a strong rhythm and structure helps to create a framework which offers security and
safety for many children. This in turn will create better opportunities for development and learning.
Rhythm can be created on daily, weekly, (half) termly and yearly levels. Particularly the yearly
seasons and festivals give a framework throughout the year and quite often feed back into
individual lessons. This encourages cross-curricular learning and reinforces the learned subject
matter in different ways. Seasonal and festival related rhythms offer plenty of opportunity for
working with the natural environment and in the outdoors year round. Daily or weekly rhythms may
create a strong sense of developing a relationship with nature too (i.e. bread baking in the outdoor
clay oven on Tuesdays at Kindergarten; a daily/weekly story time around the outdoor fire; a weekly
whole school assembly in the outdoors; etc.).
Movement
Although movement can take place both indoors and outdoors, bringing movement and rhythm
throughout the child’s learning day will prevent too much sedentary head-only learning. Through
movement the will is engaged and some of the learned content does not remain in the head only.
Movement is important for the development of the child and in particular from the point of view of
the Lower Senses (see below).
Throughout the curriculum, movement can be explored in the outdoors through games, the crafts
as well as a quick walk or run around the playground in between lessons!
Resilience
It is well-known that children initially learn through imitation. However, as the child develops and
gradually learns to become independent, it also needs to develop its own inner resilience to the
outside world. A resilience which will support the child with an inner strength to learn to cope with
and overcome outer resistance, major difficulties and potentially also trauma. Resilience is not
inherited and is therefore not passed on through the parents at birth (C. Wiechert, 2011). There are
five key elements which enable the development of resilience:






A reliable, stable relationship with one person early on, i.e. the mother/father
An authoritative upbringing which enables the child to be free from having to make decisions
Learning through example
A qualitative approach to time which enables the child to give shape to his or her life
Finally, it is crucial the child has a positive school experience as educational traumas can have
lasting impacts.

Spending time in the outdoors and learning to live and work with the challenges that come with this
will aid the development of resilience. Furthermore, by providing alternative structure,
environments, learning opportunities and different approaches to learning, the Outdoor Curriculum
can play a crucial role in the fifth element described above.
Stories and music
Children will experience lots of stories and music during indoor lessons and events. However, a story
around a fire or in the woods adds a tremendous amount to the feeling realm for the child. Similarly,
singing songs and having drumming sessions around the fire touch on a deep-rooted human
experience which goes back thousands of years.
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4. The therapeutic values of outdoor learning in relation to children with
learning difficulties
In the previous chapter I explored some of the values of outdoor learning for all children. In addition
to these values there are a number of values which may be crucial to the success, development and
learning for children who might have moderate, complex or severe learning difficulties. Through
careful planning and sensitive management of approaches and attitudes to therapeutic learning, a
lot of needs can be met. This is particularly important where children with learning difficulties are
integrated in settings for typical learners. But some children who may not have any diagnosed
learning difficulties or special needs may still benefit too.
Outdoor Activities (Play and Exploration)
Some children might need time to settle into a new school environment and benefit from
exploration and play in the outdoors. This is encouraged and should be explored based on the needs
and can involve imaginative play as well as simply looking around the school grounds and any
available adjacent land. Once exploration has completed, pupils start to feel more confident around
the grounds and often show signs of being ready for more formative learning. The aspect of play
and exploration may be of vital relevance for children who might have been out of any type of
formal learning for considerable lengths of time and who, as a result, might have developed an
aversion to learning. As with children of kindergarten age, learning through play may be of great
value to them and can be a significant tool for the teacher.

Outdoor Activities (Walking)
There are a number of reasons why going for a walk can be very beneficial. Going for a walk has a
very calming effect; it is very regulating as there is a lot of rhythm involved. Children benefit from
walking to help with anxiety, transitions, returning to baseline behaviour after challenging periods,
using up surplus energy, discovering their surroundings, etc. Quite often a morning walk before
participating in any activities or learning helps to process and prepare. Various studies have
suggested that people who spend significant amounts of time in green spaces (i.e. a walk before
taking part in lessons) are able to increase their ability to focus and some even suggest that any
possible attention span struggles are greatly reduced (i.e. in the case of ADHD) (D. Mitchell, 2006).
Sensory Integration
Rudolf Steiner describes the Twelve Senses and how they help us to perceive the world around us as
well as having a perception of ourselves (R. Steiner, 1919). The Twelve Senses are:
 Upper Senses (in the realm of ‘thinking’ or ’the spirit’): ego; thought; word; hearing (ear)
 Middle Senses (in the realm ‘feeling’ or ’the soul’): sight (eye); smell (nose); taste (tongue);
warmth
 Lower Senses (in the realm of ‘the will’ or ‘the body’): touch (skin); balance; movement (muscles);
life
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Often the lower bodily senses might lack in being ‘educated’, particularly when too much emphasis
is put on sedentary learning only. The latter might occur with typical learners as well as with
children who might have learning difficulties. However, children in the latter group might have
complex sensory needs due to various other reasons too. Poorly developed Lower Senses will have
an impact on the Middle and Higher Senses and therefore a lot of emphasis should be placed on
therapeutic work in this area. Although specific therapies might be useful here, a lot of crafts and
natural world experiences will help with the development of the Lower Senses. The senses can be
experienced through the crafts and the materials that are worked with. Different crafts have
different processes and these bring different values, particularly in relation to the development of
the senses: these different processes are referred to as the Craft Gestures (B. Graves, 1996).
Overall, through rhythmical, practical and physical work, children get an enormous sense of their
own body. Poor muscle strength, poor coordination, a sense of disconnection to other parts of the
body, i.e. the limbs, can be addressed through working with the Lower Senses through the crafts.
Managing Transitions
A main area which causes anxieties for some children is related to transitions (i.e. from night to day,
from home to school, from lesson to lesson). Pupils can be given extra support in managing these
transitions through the use of outdoor spaces, i.e. a brisk walk around the school grounds in
between lessons. A well thought through timetable can create a smoother transition throughout all
lessons and having an outdoor space to start the day with may be of benefit to children who might
experience long car journeys to school.
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5. The Outdoor Classroom
Provision
Depending on the needs of the pupils at the school, the Outdoor Curriculum provision can vary
quite substantially. In settings with typical learners, the frequency and length of outdoor sessions
will largely depend on the curriculum (see Curriculum Outline in section 7) and what the school and
the land can offer in terms of facilities and resources (see School Site Survey in section 7). Alongside
the curriculum and any planned class excursions, it is important for the class teacher and specialist
teachers to keep searching and exploring year round for further opportunities where lessons or part
of lessons can take place in the outdoors. Please note that adverse weather should not stand in the
way of outdoor experiences!
When working with pupils who may have some additional needs or in independent SEN settings a
broader range of provision may be possible. These may include:
 Weekly morning sessions
 Whole day sessions
 Year round provision with a designated outdoor timetable
 Assessment & evaluation
 Recording of detailed developmental observations of the pupils
 Continuous professional development sessions for staff
 Outdoor clothing and footwear provided if necessary (see below)
Preparing for the outdoors
Most children love spending time in the outdoors and in many instances the weather will not
dampen their spirits and their excitement of going outside. Although there are of course exceptions
as there will always be a handful of children who are more reluctant than others. Nevertheless,
weather should not be a deterrent for going outside!
‘There is no bad weather, only bad clothing!’ - old Scandinavian saying
As in the old Scandinavian saying, embracing the weather is key to being prepared and coping with
various kinds of weather. Layering is key:
 Base layer: wicking body moisture
 Mid layer: providing insulation and managing warmth
 Outer layer: wind and water repellent

Helping children to be aware and manage the layering is a key aspect of outdoor learning. Most
important is to ensure everyone feels comfortable: not too cold or too hot, free to move and
certainly not wet (from rain or sweat, or indeed: both!). As part of the timetable should be spent
outdoors year round, pupils and staff need to be prepared for any weather during all seasons. In
order for any learning, skills based work and therapeutic work to happen, pupils need to feel well
The Outdoor Curriculum in Steiner Education
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and comfortable within themselves. Therefore waterproofs to avoid being wet, multi-layer clothing
systems for cold and appropriate heat protection are all vitally important to aid wellbeing and
learning. Needless to add that this of course includes sun protection too (sun cream and sun hats!).
Most importantly, it is often the adults who might be more reluctant to venture out in the adverse
weather and might therefore prevent children from being exposed to the natural environment!
Outdoor facilities
The Outdoor Classroom facilities will depend largely on what is available in the existing setting. Rural
schools and organisations may have easier access and options on their grounds. Urban locations
may find it harder when space is limited. Nevertheless, not much is needed to get some work done
outdoors. This can be as little as a tarp suspended over a part of the playground under which seating
or working logs can be placed. If part of the playground has some shrubs, trees or even a small
wooded area, it is worth setting something up nearby or if possible, inside the woods. This will
immediately add to the children’s experience of being in the outdoors.
A central place for a fire brings focus, warmth, further learning opportunities and adds a different
dimension on a social level too. If it isn’t possible to site the fire on the ground (i.e. the outdoor
classroom is situated on a hard surface corner of the playground), then investing in an outdoor fire
bowl will be sufficient.

In case the school grounds are extensive, various parts of the land can be used for different activities
and lessons. Particularly as many different areas naturally lend themselves to exploration as well as
play, learning, work and sensory opportunities. These could include:
 Woodland areas
 A Nature Trail
 Shelters of different kinds – both permanent constructions, semi-permanent lean-to’s or tarps
and short term natural structures
 Camp fires
 Bushcraft areas
 Story telling spaces
 A Sensory Garden
 Walled garden/vegetable garden plots with seeding, potting and composting areas
 Herb gardens/flower gardens
 Willow beds
 Hazel coppicing area
 Tree nursery
 Plant dye garden
 Outdoor kitchen including a clay oven (Pizza/Bread ovens)
 Outdoor woodwork areas (near the Wood workshop)
 Outdoor kiln (near the Pottery workshop)
 Outdoor blacksmithing area (including a forge)
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 Shallow streams and ponds
 Swinging and climbing trees
 Animal petting, care and husbandry facilities (chickens are great, rabbits are very popular, pigs
are fantastic!)
In addition, and particularly when there are limitations within the school grounds, off-site options
should be explored too. Establishing and maintaining good relationships with nearby land
owners/managers can set up opportunities for a class and many subsequent classes. Off-site
facilities which can be explored:






Local parks or woodland areas
Local farms
Private or publicly owned nearby lands or estates
The Woodland Trust may have nearby sites
The Wildlife Trusts may have nearby sites which could facilitate some lessons and may appreciate
the help from a class

The value of having open fires
In order to survive humans require oxygen, food, water, shelter and warmth. Warmth has been
provided to humans by fire for at least 400,000 years. The controlled use of fire has introduced:
 Cooked food
 Extended working hours in a day due to the introduction of light
 Added to a reduction in threats from animals to humans due to the animal’s fear of smoke and
fire (including insects)
 Brought on the onset of transformation of natural resources.
Fire also provides comfort and instils a primeval ‘drawing in’ gesture. Humans hone in on fires and
this brings focus, inner reflection, pause and stillness. Despite the latter, fire can also bring stronger
feelings such as excitement, anger and aggression. It is the outward gesture which can aid us in the
transformation of materials (i.e. blacksmithing).
Learning the skill of lighting a fire brings elements of maturing, growing up and perhaps also brings a
quality of ‘rites of passage’ toward adulthood.
As well as the above, the open fire brings lots of learning opportunities for science, crafts, cooking,
stories, music and festivals.

Tools and equipment for the Outdoor Classroom
Fairly little equipment may be needed for certain lessons other than what might be available from
general school resources. If the school has a vegetable garden and offers Gardening lessons already,
then all gardening tools are available too. Likewise, some existing workshops (i.e. Woodwork) will
also have some tools available.
For more specific lessons and activities, it may be necessary to invest in further equipment and
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tools:
Bushcraft:







Bushcraft Knife
Forest Axe
Fire Steel
Folding Saw
Bow Saw
Crooked Knife (spoon knife)

Leatherwork:
 Skinning and tanning equipment
Basketry:





Secateurs
Pruning knife
Rapping iron
Bodkin

Green Woodwork:











Axes (various)
Froe
Adze
Bow Saw
Gauges
Draw Knife
Crooked knife
Brace
Shaving Horse
Pole Lathe

Outdoor Pottery/Clay processing/Outdoor Kiln:
 Bricks and kiln grid (for paper slip kiln)
 Outdoor gas kiln for glazing
Blacksmithing:








Hammers (various)
Chisels (various)
Tongs (various)
Files
Anvil
Vice
Bellows (for a forge)

Managing risks and risk assessments
Needless to add that learning and working in the outdoors comes with some unpredictability. This,
combined with young people being in contact with (sharp) tools will involve certain risks.
We live and work in a culture which is hyper-sensitive around risks and risk management. This is
based on a healthy attitude to working with the approach that ‘prevention is better than cure’.
Nevertheless, not taking any risks at all does not enable the young individual to learn to tackle
unexpected problems they might be presented with. It might also feed a culture of fear.
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Complex and challenging outdoor activities such as in natural playgrounds, where for instance the
distances between stepping stones is age-appropriate and where a degree of risk taking can be
experienced, will enable the child to judge and manage risks in a safe environment. Likewise,
learning to respect a sharp tool at a relatively early age enables skills to develop alongside the
development of safe working practises.
Stringent risk assessments, sufficient staff training and close monitoring of practises will support
working with and learning in high-risk environments. Accidents can occur and will occur, but it is our
striving towards minimising any potential damage, how we can learn from accidents and what our
inner attitude is towards them that matters.
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6. The Outdoor Curriculum: a curriculum outline for Classes 1 – 8 in a Steiner
School (Lower school and Middle School)
In this chapter I have attempted to outline outdoor lessons, activities and learning opportunities for
Classes 1 to 8 in a Steiner School.
Key aspects to consider for any curriculum outline is to think about the main themes per class in
connection to child development, so I have made a reference to these. It is, however, important to
explore the overall curriculum and look out for cross-curricular opportunities and connections which
link in well with the main theme or Main Lesson content. For example, introducing Blacksmithing to
Class 4 when they learn about Thor’s Hammer in Norse Mythology will give the children an
invaluable experience of the main theme whilst working with their will.
Above all, working with broader themes such as the Four Elements (as described above) and the
Four Kingdoms of Nature (Minerals, Plants, Animals and Human), creates a solid structure to start
from. The elements will influence the resources we use from nature. More specifically, the
combination of more than one element will influence the outcome of the craft transformation, i.e.
oxidising or starving a glazed pot from oxygen when it comes out of the hot kiln will create very
different results.
John Lawry, Outdoor Curriculum Teacher at Michael Park Steiner School in Auckland, New Zealand
describes the following image:
‘Imagine a circle: a symbol of the unity of all life, form and formlessness all in one. At the base of this
let us imagine the Earth, on which we stand, the Mother of all things, the realm of growth and
plenty: Gardening. Above, in the Human realm, Traditional Crafts: core skills, deeply imbued wisdom,
encoded as muscular memory. To the left, where Crafts and Gardening meet, we have Cooking: the
place of fire where food, storytelling, songs and chants emerge. To the right, Bushcraft: the realm of
adventure where the skills that travel with us have necessary realism in the wilderness of new
discovery and where all the above skills find relevant and vital context.’ (J. Lawry, 2015).
Based on John Lawry’s image, I have created an Outdoor Curriculum Visual Chart as an inspirational
display which includes the Four Elements and the Four Kingdoms of Nature. Within this I have added
a series of traditional crafts and various educational strands as well as qualitative human themes
around nourishing, caring, exploring and creating. This image does not cover all outdoor learning
and outdoor craft skills, but can be used as an inspiration for lessons and from which to develop
further ideas. I have added it as a separate Appendix (A).

Some of the content below is sourced from the areas of learning as described in ‘The Educational
Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum’ (M. Rawson & T. Richter, 2000) and I also
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obtained some Gardening curriculum ideas from Wynstones School in Gloucestershire. In addition I
have explored further learning and therapeutic opportunities based on my own experiences and
additional research. See Appendix (B): Waldorf Curriculum Chart from Michael Hall Steiner School.
As with my Outdoor Curriculum Visual Chart above, the outline below is not intended as a definitive
Outdoor Curriculum. It highlights learning objectives, but should be considered as general guidelines
only. All lessons and activities will be subject to the available resources and facilities and therefore
each individual teacher in each school setting would need to explore the relevant options within or
outside their own school. This is where a School Site Survey is important in order to develop ideas
and aspects of the curriculum. The School Site Survey would need to include questions and topics
such as:
 What does the land give us? (Rather than ‘What can we do with the land?’)
 Encouraging a whole school involvement with the Site Survey
 Creating a living picture of the school: the Spirit of the Place (a sense of Place)
 Vision Building Process (including a ‘Have your Say Day’)
 Development Plan
 Fundraising
 It is important to: Plan – Action – and Review!
Some curriculum ideas may also be season and crop dependent and may vary from year to year, i.e.
are enough willow beds being cultivated to harvest for next year’s basketry lessons?
Main themes and content (aims and objectives) for Classes 1 to 3:
Class 1
 Fairy Tales; Nature Stories; Seasons; Letters and Numbers
 Forms, sounds and sequencing of letters and numbers using pictures, rhymes and stories
 Reverence for nature, care for the environment, learning social cohesiveness as a class, respect
for others, interest in the world
Class 2
 Saints Stories; Animal Legends
 Practising and developing the new skills learned in Class 1
 Exploring contrasts in human qualities and characteristics through stories of saint legends and
animal fables
Class 3
 Farming; House Building; The Old Testament; Weights and Measures
 Applying learned literacy and numeracy skills in everyday situations, measuring and weighing
 New awareness of themselves and the physical environment they live in through learning about
house building and farming
 Learning to take responsibility for our environment through the creation story and the origin of
human community
Outdoor Curriculum activities and outdoor learning opportunities for Classes 1 - 3:
Arithmetic and Mathematics:
 Exploration of number qualities and number families in the natural environment, i.e. one sun, the
number of petals on flowers, etc.
 Exploration of patterns in timetables through using strings and pegs on the lawn
Measuring of the playground, etc. using our bodies
Art Studies
Chemistry
Crafts:
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 Handwork: exploring wool (raw material) with washing fleeces from a local farm; plant dying
rope (Class 2); plant dyeing and sheep’s wool felt work (Class 3)

 Woodwork: pyrography on cut rounds of wood; willow harvesting for whistle making; collecting
wood and other materials for play; model making; making figures and animals; bark boats; simple
log constructions for climbing; flower borders; making own knitting needles using dowel and
hazel; introducing whittling and stripping of bark (Class 1); making skipping ropes - using Hazel;
elder tree wood for handles; making drop spindles (Class 2); making simple tools (i.e. rakes,
besom) (Class 3)
 Rural crafts: hurdle making, clay oven, fire lighting and elementary Bushcraft skills, clay from the
earth (Class 1); wattle and daub, making clay bricks (Class 3)
 Baking: Grinding corn etc. using Querns; flat bread cooking; jams and fruit pressing for juice
(Class 3)
English:
 From image to letter: exploration of this theme in the outdoors using resources found in nature
(Class 1)
Gardening:
 Relationship to environment and the gardens; care and guardianship; beauty and wonder; (Class
1).
 As in Class 1; sow/prepare/plant crops for harvesting in Class 3 (Class 2).
 Grains: sowing, tending, harvesting, winnowing, threshing, grinding and preparing; harvesting
fruit and vegetables for the Michaelmas Festival; caring for garden soil after the harvest;
composting leaves; working with and caring for tools (Class 3).
Geography:
 Observation of natural world through wonder and love for the world
 Experience of farming, earth work (stone mason, turf cutter, mining), house building, archetypal
crafts and professions (shepherd, baker, potter, blacksmith, etc.) (Class 3)
History
Life Sciences:
 Bee, butterfly, insect and bird life habitats; harvesting conkers, acorns; nature walks, immersion
in nature (Class 1 and 2).
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Movement:
 Lots of outdoor games and movement (Classes 1-3) including chasing games (Class 3)
Physics
Social Skills
Technology
Main themes and content (aims and objectives) for Classes 4 to 5:
Class 4
 Man and Animal; Norse Myths; Writing; Local Geography
 Learning to channel positive energy through challenging and stretching lots of work
 Expanding interests and knowledge, and growing independence through Norse Mythology stories
and how individuals contribute to the social whole
 Learning to identify individual ‘badness’ and social/communal ‘goodness’
Class 5
 Ancient Civilisations; Egypt and Ancient Greece; Botany
 Strengthening memory and expanding vocabulary
 Develop a greater consciousness of interrelatedness of life and environment through Botany
 Transition from myth to history with Ancient India through to Ancient Greece and the Olympian
ideal
Outdoor Curriculum activities and outdoor learning opportunities for Classes 4 to 5:
Arithmetic and Mathematics:
 Pythagoras’ Theorem: large scale visualisation of knotted string and pegs on the lawn and
measuring out the Egyptian field system
Art Studies:
 Observation in nature for nature studies (Painting); modelling animals from clay harvested from
the school grounds (Class 4)
 Observation in nature to explore subtleties in colours (Painting, Class 5)
Chemistry
Crafts:
 Rural crafts: soft leather incorporating beads and feathers (Class 4); making charcoal
 Blacksmithing: constructing a pit forge; making ‘a hook for Thor’s Hammer’ (Class 4); making a
poker
 Woodwork: harvesting material and whittling, studying different tree species, using axes and
adzes for carving and splitting wood
 Pottery: Clay to pot; oil lamps; kiln building and firing; pinch pots (Class 5)

English:
 Writing runes in clay from the ground; clay tablets (Class 4)
Gardening:
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 The animals and the insects in the garden and how they interact with human activity; bee and
butterfly gardens; wormery (Class 4).
 Tree work: looking at the whole life cycle of trees; tree identification; composting as part of the
cycle of plants, in particular leaf mould; plants and trees surveys; plant dyeing (Class 5).
Geography:
 Exploration of local geography including sun and stars, local high viewpoints, local towns,
industry and infrastructure (Class 4)
 Contrast regional differences and exploration beyond own locality (i.e. travel to the coast) (Class
5)
History
Life Sciences:
 Observation of animal kingdom; tracking and trapping; bird spotting (Class 4)
 Observation of the plant kingdom and further study in zoology (Class 5)
Movement:
 Lots of outdoor games and movement (Classes 4 & 5); Relay Games (Class 5)
 Attending the inter-school ‘Olympic Games’ (Class 5)
Physics
Additional subject to explore:
 Bushcraft (Class 4, although more advanced skills can be brought later too): Bushcraft can be
broken down in three strands: Outdoor Living Skills, Natural History and Crafts:
Outdoor Living Skills covers a variety of skills on how to live, be confident and survive in nature
and the wilderness.
Natural History covers a variety of different species, their habitat, behaviour, characteristics and
uses to humans.
The Crafts cover a variety of items made from natural materials for use in the wilderness/natural
environment.
This can be taught as a weekly lesson over the course of the year (see Appendix (C): Bushcraft
Syllabus).
Alternatively, a class camping trip organised and run by specialist Outdoor Education Centres can
cover some of this too.
Main themes and content (aims and objectives) for Classes 6 to 8:
Class 6
 Romans; Middle Ages; Botany
 Raising the standards and expectation in school work
 Developing the growing orientation towards the outer world through scientific observation of the
natural world
 Developing social relationships and new capacities of thinking
Class 7
 Renaissance; Nutrition; Acoustics; Chemistry (combustion)
 New perspectives for adolescents and forming own points of view by challenging attitudes and
assumptions
 Experiences of world citizens as well as individuals with social responsibilities
 Abstract and logical thinking and study of Age of Discovery and Renaissance
Class 8
 Meteorology; Organic Chemistry; Anatomy; Industrial Revolution
 Bringing together a meaningful picture of the world we live in with the human being as an ethical
individual having a central significance
 Independence of working
 Industrial Revolution and the human being shaping social order
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Outdoor Curriculum activities and outdoor learning opportunities for Classes 6 to 8:
Arithmetic and Mathematics:
 Freehand of perspective drawing of school buildings, etc.
 Exploring geometric forms outdoors (Class 6)
Art Studies:
 Exploring dark and light with charcoal drawing (link to Crafts: Charcoal Making)
Chemistry:
 Burning of dead material and exploration of fire and combustion (Class 7)
 Leather and tanning processes (link to Crafts)
 Various experiential explorations related to chemistry and the Four Elements
 Make essential oils, creams, lotions, soap (organic chemistry) (Class 8)
Crafts:
 Leatherwork including tanning (Class 8)
 Woodwork: constructing a pole lathe and shaving horse; making green woodwork items;
communal outdoor play project; making gardening tools; drums, wooden xylophones (Class 7)

 Rural crafts: rope making (Class 6); shelter building (tepee); building a Cretan windmill; charcoal
making; lime kiln; bread ovens (Class 7)
 Blacksmithing: Celtic inspired designs (Class 6); iron smelting (Class 8)
 Basketry: willow cultivation and processing for basketry in Class 9
 Pottery: constructing a clay bread oven; clay work Celtic and Roman period including mosaics;
clay harvesting and preparing clay for pottery lessons (Class 6); charcoal making; lime kiln;
pottery kiln (Class 7)

English
Gardening:
 Flowers, herbs and food processing; growing and maintaining simple to complex crops; working
with compost and soil; working with seeds and seedlings; planning of the garden; crop rotation;
cycle of jobs through the year; growing crops for next year (Class 6).
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 Flowers, herbs and food processing; tree planting and felling; nutrition; from garden to kitchen;
nutritional value of food begins with nutritious soil; tool care and maintenance; the moon and
stars; composting (Class 7).
 Flowers, herbs and food processing; willow beds and hazel coppicing; car park stall; herb growing
(Class 8).

Geography:
 Topography, morphology, geology and contrasting local with global (Class 6).
 Astronomy observations (Class 7).
 Meteorology observations (Class 8).
History:
 Visits to and exploration of local Roman sites, cathedrals and medieval technological innovations
(i.e. ship building, water wheels, clocks, windmills) (Class 6).
Life Sciences:
 Observation of the mineral kingdom and further study in zoology and botany (Class 6)
 Weather station (daily, weekly, yearly recordings) (Class 8)
 Observing and caring for bees (Class 8)
Movement:
 Lots of outdoor games and movement including pre-sport games (Class 6).
Physics:
 Explorations of acoustics and of heat and cold (Class 6).
 Explorations of acoustics (echo), magnetism, levers and pulleys (Class 7).
 Explorations of acoustics (speed of sound), pressure (Class 8).
Additional subject to explore:
 Outdoor Excursions: Regular excursions can be organised to nearby locations to visit a range of
outdoor destinations. This leads to being out in the community, taking part in work-experience
and preparing for life after school (all classes).

Outdoor Curriculum links for Upper School
I have mainly been focusing on the role of the Outdoor Curriculum in the Lower and Middle School.
However, below are some options to explore for Upper School too. The main difference here is that
the crafts will have to be at a different level. The subjects will include more science and there will be
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stronger emphasis on the artistic side of the projects.
The crafts can include:
 From Fleece to Felt
 From Skin to Leather
 Traditional Willow Basketry
 Green Woodwork
 From Clay to Pot
 Pit Forge and Blacksmithing
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7. Different initiatives and models of outdoor learning
In this next chapter I will be exploring a few different initiatives and models of educational settings
where the Outdoor Curriculum plays a role.
Nature Nurture, Aberdeen
Nature Nurture (founded in 2008) is the first early years intervention programme in the UK that
tackles vulnerability and promotes resilience by combining free play and nurturing interactions in
natural environments. The programme is for groups of vulnerable and disadvantaged children and
young people with a diverse range of needs and takes place outdoors in natural environments
where the children and young people can play, challenge themselves, socialise, explore and create
freely with the attuned support of specially trained staff.
Nature Nurture has developed an outcomes model for assessment and evaluation based on the
‘building blocks’ of resilience as identified by Daniels and Wassell in 2001 and Grotberg 1999
(Nature Nurture, 2011).
The Nature Nurture model ‘The Building Blocks of Resilience’ identifies seven domains that can be
developed through exposure to nature, nurturing interactions and free play, leading an individual
from a state of vulnerability to one of resilience. These domains are:








Mental and emotional wellbeing
Physical health and wellbeing
Social competencies
Talents and interest
Positive values and attitudes
Creativity and imagination
Knowledge and understanding

The approach used in Nature Nurture is designed to work on key areas of each domain and provides
clear outcomes and experiences that lead the child from vulnerability toward resilience. The project
is closely aligned to the principles and values of Getting It Right For Every Child, the Curriculum for
Excellence, the Early Years Framework, Waldorf Education and Social Pedagogical approaches
(Nature Nurture, 2011).
Mighty Oaks Foxes, Norfolk
Set in a low-impact self-sufficient building, in 800 acres of glorious privately owned woodland in
North Norfolk. A diverse patchwork of habitats: ponds, pits, glades, rides, heaths, ancient coppice
and remarkable trees means the group will naturally be spending quite a bit of time outdoors. This
existing Steiner kindergarten group (Mighty Oaks) is starting a new Class 1 in September 2015.
Lessons will largely be spent in the outdoors!
Sheiling School, Thornbury, South Gloucestershire
The Sheiling School is an independent residential school for children and adolescents aged 6-19 with
special educational needs. In 2011, the school set up the Outdoor Curriculum which offers a
therapeutic and educational programme to children and young people who are hard to reach and
who may have experienced difficulties with a more formal approach to education, rigid timetables
and who find it hard to engage in traditional, desk-based indoor education. This approach has been
very successful with children and young people who have been out of school for long periods of
time or who found it difficult to adapt to a classroom setting due to behaviour difficulties.
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Based on the early work from Nature Nurture in Aberdeen, the Sheiling School adopted five stages
for the Outdoor Curriculum through which pupils can access the program. This will depend on the
need of the individual pupil and whether they will access all or only parts (Outdoor Curriculum,
Sheiling School, 2013):
 Exploring and learning to play (Stage One): The journey starts the same place each day with the
same resources and rituals. A map of the route may be necessary to give structure and security
to anxious pupils. The journey will have specific places to stop where free exploration and play is
encouraged as much as possible. The journey map, if used, will have the specific stopping places
marked clearly as well as the activities that may happen at each place. In this first stage, children
are learning to breathe properly, to move with rhythm and balance, to maintain right posture
and to stand firmly on the ground.
 Exploring and learning to focus (Stage Two): The journey continues, but where free play and
exploration was encouraged previously we will now have specific activities or small projects
which will happen at each stopping place. The journey may also be altered in order to go directly
to an activity. Within this second stage, we try to instil the valuing of beauty over expediency as
well as trying to complete a project on schedule.
 Exploring and learning to focus and to stay in a specific area (Stage Three): The project work is
developed and the focus shifts to specific areas where the projects are developed. The project
takes shape not only in the outdoors but also through research i.e. in books or on the computer.
The project work includes planning such as drawings, photos sketches and a list of tools and
equipment needed.
These focused projects aim to develop self-discipline, self-control, an awareness of one’s
strengths and one’s limits. Pupils are also encouraged to strive for beauty in all work, and come
to value mutual support as they experience the successes and struggles of others.
 Learning outdoors and indoors (Stage Four): The project work from stage three continues, but
the timetable expands and includes lessons, which are indoor and desk based. Lessons such as
Natural History and Outdoor Living Skills may be introduced first as they have a clear link to the
outdoor environment and can be partly taught outside still. Literacy, Numeracy, Painting, Crafts
and Movement are the next lessons to be introduced as indoor lessons. These projects continue
to give pupils an experience of their relationship to the world, one in which they can discover the
power of their will, to act and affect the world. If things go right, the pupils will discover over
time that this is a will that they can control.
 Integrating into formal classroom learning (Stage Five): For some this options will be a long -term
goal, but for others it may happen within a term. Reintegration into a formal classroom setting
will be entirely based on needs, skills and behaviour.
Careful assessment with Teachers, Parents and Professionals will take place to ensure the steps and
decisions are right for each of the individuals on the program and to ensure the developmental
needs of each pupil are continually met.
The Outdoor Curriculum program is an outcome focused approach to promoting the development
of resilience. At a recent inspection Ofsted inspectors considered the Outdoor Curriculum to be a
highlight of the curriculum.
Ruskin Mill Trust, United Kingdom
Ruskin Mill was developed in the 1970s and 1980s and the Ruskin Mill Centre for Arts and Cultural
Regeneration was founded in 1984. Over the next few decades this grew into the Ruskin Mill Trust,
spread over six centres across the UK. Through working with the crafts and the land the RMT aim to:
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 Provide students with a holistic learning experience through arts, crafts, commerce, agriculture,
nutrition, living skills and the environment.
 Operate social enterprise and commercial activities that involve students, staff and the
community.
 Provide education, training and research opportunities for staff and the wider community.
 Provide cultural events and festivals for the students, staff and the community.
Forest Schools, United Kingdom
Throughout Britain, Forest Schools offer outdoor learning in mainstream settings. The Forest
Schools concept originated in Scandinavia in the 1950’s, although earlier versions were already
developed in Wisconsin, USA in the late 1920’s. The approach was widely adopted in Denmark in
the 1980’s as a solution to the lack of indoor facilities for pre-school children. In 1993 a group of
nursery nurses and lecturers from Bridgwater College, Somerset, visited Denmark to look at the preschool system. The open air culture ('friluftsliv') is seen as a way of life in Scandinavia and permeates
in early years’ education. On their return to the UK they developed a Forest School programme and
based on the impacts, developed training and accreditation for other practitioners (J. WilliamsSiegfredsen, 2012).
Forest Schools have become widely accepted across the UK as a valuable mode of learning for all
ages and client groups. Forest Schools have now been adopted by schools, early years’ settings,
environmental projects and community groups, run by trained staff in their own grounds or local
woodlands. The Forest School approach has taken on its own unique flavour here in the UK which is
now being adopted elsewhere in the world.
The principles of Forest School were first articulated by the Forest School Community in 2002 and
were reviewed in 2011 (Forest School Association, 2012). They are:
 FS is a long-term process of regular sessions, rather than a one-off or infrequent visits; the cycle
of planning, observation, adaptation and review links each session.
 FS takes place in a woodland or natural environment to support the development of a
relationship between the learner and the natural world.
 FS uses a range of learner-centred processes to create a community for being, development and
learning.
 FS aims to promote the holistic development of all those involved, fostering resilient, confident,
independent and creative learners.
 FS offers learners the opportunity to take supported risks appropriate to the environment and to
themselves.
 FS is run by qualified Forest School practitioners who continuously maintain and develop their
professional practice
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8. Conclusion
It is clear that learning does not need to take place solely within educational buildings as the
outdoor environment has a lot to offer too. It is vital for children to experience the world they live in
and this is also what education is set out to do: ‘educe’ (Latin) = ‘to lead out’ (into the world).
Experiential learning has somehow been lost in our modern world due to a variety of reasons.
Equally, largely due to the urbanisation of the population and the onset of the digital age, humanity
is being further and further removed from the natural world. The natural world which for thousands
of years has been ‘a cradle’ for tribes, communities and whole populations.
The Outdoor Curriculum can bring opportunities for children to re-engage with the natural world
and it plays a vital role in the development of the child as it largely addresses a lot of ‘will-based
learning’. But equally the realms of feeling and thinking are being nurtured too. Furthermore, it can
aid those who may need therapeutic intervention and to those who might experience difficulties in
settling into formal schooling.
Experiencing the world though our hands and learning through making will help children’s sensory
integration and it will promote environmental awareness and an understanding and appreciation of
the natural world. It will help children’s self-esteem and confidence and it can offer further positive
learning experiences. Children who participate in learning through the Outdoor Curriculum learn to
focus better, they learn to self-assess risks and learn to solve problems. Above all, stamina and
resilience are worked on subconsciously and physical, mental and emotional wellbeing stand a
better chance of being looked after.
It is important to work with an Outdoor Curriculum which suits the land and resources of the school
and it needs to be embedded well within the ‘Indoor Curriculum’. Therefor cross-curricular activities
and learning should be a cornerstone of any Outdoor Curriculum. This would need to be embraced
by the whole college of teachers and the wider school community.
I have outlined some of the benefits and values of outdoor learning which I hope can inspire more
children, teachers and parents to see them as crucial opportunities for extending the already rich
and valuable curriculum on offer in Steiner Schools. During the last ten to fifteen years, there has
been a gradual increase in outdoor learning which has had considerable support in main stream
education, largely through the Forest School movement. There are many interests and initiatives
that are in existence and the topic of the Outdoor Curriculum is far from exhausted in terms of
ideas, research and development. It is my hope and wish that the depth of quality available in
Steiner education can embrace the Outdoor Curriculum too and above all I am hopeful more and
more children can benefit from learning in the outdoors!
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 Institute for Outdoor Learning www.outdoor-learning.org/
 JWM Outdoors Blog http://jwmoutdoors.blogspot.co.uk/ (my own blog)
 Last Child in the Woods. R. Louv, 2005. London: Atlantic Books (a book on saving our children
from Nature-Deficit Disorder)
 Learning with Nature. M. Robb, V. Mew & A. Richardson, 2015. Cambridge: Green Books
(Inspiring children through outdoor games and activities)
 Making Woodland Crafts. P. Harrison, 2014. Stroud: Hawthorn Press (using green sticks, rods,
poles, beads and string)
 Maths Outdoors. M. Lee & H. Yorke, 2007. Cambridge: Lawrence Educational (50 exciting ways to
develop maths outdoors)
 Mighty Oaks Foxes www.mightyoaksfoxes.wordpress.com/ (a new outdoor Steiner Class 1
initiative set in Norfork)
 Nature Activities for Children (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter). I. Kutsch & B. Walden, 2006.
Edinburgh: Floris Books (a series of 4 books on activities around nature and the 4 seasons)
 Nature Nurture, Aberdeen www.naturenurture.org.uk (Early Years intervention for vulnerable
children)
 Pyrites www.pyrites.org/ (Living and Learning with Nature; Practical Skills Teacher Development
Course)
 Royal Horticultural Society www.schoolgardening.rhs.org.uk/resources (great resources for
lesson plans, etc.)
 Ruskin Mill Trust http://rmt.org/ (A network of SEN Schools and Colleges offering a craft based
curriculum)
 Sheiling School, Thornbury www.sheilingschool.org.uk (Residential SEN School offering an
Outdoor Curriculum)
 Steiner Waldorf School Fellowship http://www.steinerwaldorf.org/ (Representing Steiner
Education in the UK)
 The Nature Principle. R. Louv, 2011. North Carolina: Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill (reconnecting
with life in a virtual age)
 The Stick Book. J. Schofield & F. Danks, 2012. London: Frances Lincoln Ltd. (loads of things to
make or do with sticks; Jo Schofield and Fiona Danks wrote several great books on activities for
children in the outdoors)
 Wildlife Trusts www.wildlifetrusts.org/ (each county have their own local Wildlife Trust; great for
visiting local nature reserves)
 WildWise www.wildwise.co.uk/ (Outdoor Learning Centre for organised school trips)
 Woodcraft School www.woodcraftschool.co.uk/ (Bushcraft course provider)
 Woodland Trust www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/ (great for visiting local nature reserves)
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Appendix (A)
Outdoor Curriculum Visual Chart
Designed by Joris W. M. De Bruycker (2015) (available as a PDF on request)
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Appendix (B)
Waldorf Curriculum Chart
Designed by Julie Rose, Jo Kernour and Michael Hall Steiner School
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Appendix (C)
Bushcraft Syllabus
Written and compiled by Joris W. M. De Bruycker (2013) (available as a PDF on request; I’ve also
written Schemes of Work which are available on request)

Appendix (D)
Outdoor Curriculum Brochure
From the Sheiling School, Thornbury (in the back sleeve)

Appendix (E)
Outdoor Curriculum Slide Show
DVD from the Sheiling School, Thornbury; created and edited by Joris W. M. De Bruycker (2013) (in
the back sleeve)
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BUSHCRAFT SYLLABUS
OUTDOOR CURRICULUM

Bushcraft Syllabus - Outdoor Curriculum

© Joris W. M. De Bruycker, 2015

BUSHCRAFT SYLLABUS
Definition
"Bushcraft activities enable us to acquire skills, gain knowledge and build up confidence for living
and thriving in the natural environment, to be comfortable in the outdoors and for using nature's
resources in a sustainable manner.
Bushcraft skills include camp crafts, fire crafts and wood crafts - including how to use tools such
as knives and axes; living off the land - including foraging and hunting; providing shelter and
protection from the elements; and other wilderness survival skills such as use of water, cordage,
cooking with wild food.
Many of these skills might be based on the experience and knowledge gained by cultures from
around the world, some of which have been applied and refined over many thousands of years.
Above all, Bushcraft is about striving to learn more about the flora and fauna around us with a
deep respect and interest for what nature can offer to the human being."
Joris W. M. De Bruycker, 2013
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Overview
This Bushcraft Syllabus consists of the following three strands.
1. Outdoor Living Skills
Outdoor Living Skills covers a variety of skills on how to live, be confident and survive in nature
and the wilderness:
1.1 Fire: regulations & safety; siting, lighting & managing; fire components; fire lays
1.2 Shelter, clothing, hot & cold injuries
1.3 Water
1.4 Foraging and hunting
2. Natural History
Natural History covers a variety of different species, their habitat, behaviour, characteristics and
uses to humans:
2.1 Trees
2.2 Wild Animals
2.3 Wild Plants
2.4 Habitats
3. Crafts
Crafts covers tool use and a variety of items made from natural materials for use in the
wilderness and the natural environment.
3.1 Tools, their use, safety & regulations
3.2 Making craft items
The Units relate to the course being taught for a year in weekly lessons (i.e. Unit 1 will be
covered in Term 1, Unit 2 in Term 2, etc.). Unit 4 enables extensions when more lessons are
available or the course carries into a second year. This course is ideally suited for children aged
10/11/12 but parts of it can be accessed by both younger and older learners. The content can be
adjusted to the needs and ages of the children.

Written and compiled by: Joris W. M. De Bruycker
Mobile: 07739 356 203
email: joriswmdb@hotmail.com
Blog: www.jwmoutdoors.blogspot.co.uk
First written: 08.10.2013 - Last updated: 30.04.2015
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1. Outdoor Living Skills
1.1 Fire - Unit 1
1.1.1 Regulations, safety and siting
1.1.1.1 Regulation
- to make a fire one needs the land owner's permission
1.1.1.2 Safety
- check the surface for plants, dampness, roots
- build a platform (UK: dead wood; Arctic: greenwood)
- extinguishing and making/keeping safe: leave no trail; clearing the fire after use; make
sure fire is out; douse fire with water; pierce the ground with a stick; scatter the coal; cover with
debris
1.1.2 Fire components
1.1.2.1 Heat:
- chemical: potassium permanganate and sugar (or antifreeze); matches
- sparks: steel + flint; fire steel
- compression: fire piston
- solar: solar dish; magnifying glass
- electrical: battery + steel wool
- friction: fire plough; fire saw; fire drill
1.1.2.2 Fuel (tinder)
- man-made tinder: cotton wool; green gel (Green Heat); char cloth; waxed lighting paper;
rubber
- natural tinder: fungi (Horse's Hoof Fungus; Cramp Ball/King Alfred Cake; True Tinder
Fungus); seed heads (Thistle Down; Hazel Seed; Willow Herb; Cat Tail; Clematis Down; Cotton
Grass); herbaceous material (dead bracken, dead grass, hay); inner barks (Cherry; Oak; Poplar;
Sweet Chestnut; Elm; Western Red Cedar); outer barks (Cherry; Birch; Honey Suckle (looks twisty
and spirally - peel bark and rough up); Clematis (looks straighter than Honey Suckle; also rough
up))
- use coal extender when there is no flame: dead bracken (i.e. add to hay)
- flame accelerant: Vaseline; Green Heat; pine resin; candle wax
- fuel: Ash, Field Maple, Sweet Chestnut, Oak
1.1.2.3 Oxygen
1.1.2.4 Height
- a fire will need height in order to encourage the oxygen to start flowing to fuel the flames
1.1.3 Fire lays
1.1.3.1 V-fire: self-feeding (great in windy conditions); not great for cooking; great to light
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with feather sticks
1.1.3.2 Tipi fire: great for a fast fire, giving a lot of instant heat; will burn and collapse fast;
make from standing deadwood (large twigs; i.e. Larch)
1.1.3.3 Criss-cross fire: produces hot embers (good for cooking); eats fuel; high maintenance;
needs lots of sticks in the same size
1.1.3.4 Star fire (Hunter fire): very fuel efficient; very calorie efficient (no sawing); needs lots
of maintenance
1.1.3.5 Other: Long-log fire (used for keeping body warm when lying down); Temperate firelay (used for lighting a fire; two bunches of dry twigs; great to adjust the height when lighting)
1.2 Shelter, clothing, heat & cold injuries - Unit 2
1.2.1 Shelter
1.2.1.1 Natural: open shelter (with a fire; single or multi person); thermal shelter (without
fire; single or double). There are lots of questions around (short term use) shelter building from
natural materials versus the use of modern lightweight materials. Lots more energy appears to
be wasted when building shelters from natural materials (mainly in harvesting and transporting)
when the shelter is for short term use and emergency use only.
1.2.1.2 Man-made: tarp (+ hammock); (True North tarps). Carrying a tarp, which is light
weight seems to be far more efficient
1.2.2 Outdoor clothing
1.2.2.1 Three layers system: base-layer (wicking); mid-layer (warmth); outer-layer
(wind/water proof)
1.2.2.2 Natural materials:
- wool (pro: good insulator; doesn't smell; stays warm when wet; fire/spark resistant; can be
waterproof (felted); very mat and quiet (wildlife); very breathable; very durable; can be baseand mid-layer; con: expensive; high maintenance (drying); itchy; heavy when wet)
- cotton (pro: cheap; comfortable; spark resistant; hard wearing; good base-layer in hot
weather; good outer-layer in wet; con: not good for wicking; massive environmental impact to
produce (inc. ecological because of use of pesticides))
- silk (pro: wicks well; warming and cooling; doesn't smell; good base-layer; hard wearing;
con: expensive; stains; difficult to obtain as a base-layer)
- down/feathers (pro: single best insulator (down); light and compressible (good for travel);
good for sleeping bags, coats and trousers; con: rubbish when wet; hard to dry)
- fur (pro: traps heat against skin; stops wet; con:?)
- leather (pro: great wind proofing; con:?)
1.2.2.3 Man-made materials:
- polyester (pro: cheap; light; wicks well; quick drying; good for base- and mid-layer; very
light; con: rubbish round the fire; smells; not very sustainable)
- nylon (oil based, very similar to polyester)
- Goretex/Barricade (Rohan)/E-Vent (breathable and hard wearing)
- anything man-made is usually noisy (not great for wildlife)
- humans sweat 1/2 to 1 can (330ml) a night - so kit needs regular airing
1.2.3 Heat and cold injuries
1.2.3.1 Heat injuries:
- heat stroke
- heat exhaustion
- prevention is better than cure
1.2.3.2 Cold injuries:
- hypothermia: normal hypothermia: loss of temperature (evaporation; conduction;
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convection; respiration; radiation); sudden immersion hypothermia
- trench foot (immersion foot)
1.3 Water - Unit 3
1.3.1 The need for water
1.3.1.1 We need water to survive: temperature regulation, skeleton and muscle support,
digestion, removal of toxins, and higher brain function.
3 minutes without air - 3 days without water - 3 weeks without food - (3 months without
company)
1.3.1.2 Warnings of water shortage:
- First signs (headache and dizziness; then thirst; tiredness, confusion; skin loses elasticity;
aches and pains, nausea; loss of urine production; cramps and spasticity)
- Subsequently (deafness; dimming of vision; coma and death)
1.3.2 Finding Water
1.3.2.1 Water indicators
- trees: Willow, Alder, Poplar
- plants
- insects: wasps and bees
- birds and other animals
- nature of water movement
1.3.2.2 Water sources
- rain, snow and ice
- springs and bogs
- dew
- tree and plant sap
- water courses
- underground
- saltwater
- transpiration bags
1.3.3 Making water safe
1.3.3.1 Filtering
- to remove small particles
- to remove cists which might resist purification
- filtering methods:
- Millbank Bag (finely woven cotton bag)
- moss
- coffee filter
- clothes
- mechanical filter
1.3.3.2 Purification
- chemical
- chlorine
- iodine
- chlorine dioxide
- boil
1.3.3.3 Water borne diseases and contaminants
- viruses
- bacteria
- chemical contamination
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- worms and cysts
- nitrates
1.3.4 Managing water
1.3.4.1 Indian well
- dig hole near stream
- allow to fill
- remove first load and allow to fill again
- collect water for filtering and purification
1.3.4.2 Store in dark containers (to neutralise) and use clean storage tanks
1.3.4.3 Good hygiene habits
1.3.4.4 Don't ration, just drink
1.4 Foraging and hunting - Unit 4
1.4.1 Plants
1.4.1.1 Roots
1.4.1.2 Leaves
1.4.1.3 Fruits & nuts
1.4.1.4 Preserving & storage
1.4.2 Animals
1.4.2.1 Tracking & stalking
1.4.2.2 Skinning & tanning
1.4.2.3 Butchering
1.4.2.4 Preserving & storage
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2. Natural History
2.1 Trees - Unit 1
2.1.1 Trees 1-8 (see separate Trees Species list)
2.1.1.1 Pedunculate Oak
2.1.1.2 Hazel
2.1.1.3 Silver Birch
2.1.1.4 Ash
2.1.1.5 Beech
2.1.1.6 Sycamore
2.1.1.7 Hawthorn
2.1.1.8 Alder
2.1.2 Trees 2-16, optional (see separate Trees Species list)
2.1.2.1 Willow
2.1.2.2 Rowan
2.1.2.3 Yew
2.1.2.4 Holly
2.1.2.5 Scots Pine
2.1.2.6 Deodar Cedar
2.1.2.7 Black Poplar
2.1.2.8 Field Maple
2.1.3 Trees 17-24, optional (see separate Trees Species list)
2.2 Wild Animals - Unit 2
2.2.1 Mammals
2.2.1.1 Carnivores
- Fox
- Badger
- Otter
- Weasel
- Stoat
2.2.1.2 Hoofed Animals
- Wild Boar
- Muntjac Deer
- Red Deer
- Sika Deer
- Fallow Deer
- Roe Deer
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2.2.1.3 Insect Eaters
- Hedgehog
- Mole
- Common Shrew
2.2.1.4 Rabbits and Hares
- Rabbits
- Brown Hare
2.2.1.5 Rodents
- Red Squirrel
- Grey Squirrel
- Beaver
- Dormouse
- Field Vole
- Water Vole
- Harvest Mouse
- Wood Mouse
- House Mouse
- Brown Rat
2.2.2 Insects
2.2.2.1 Birds of prey
2.2.2.2 Medium birds
2.2.2.3 Small birds
2.2.3 Birds
2.2.3.1 Bees and wasps
2.2.3.2 Beetles
2.2.3.3 Ants
2.2.3.4 Spiders
2.3 Wild Plants - Unit 3
2.3.1 Edible Plants
2.3.1.1 Greater Plantain
- edible roots (carbohydrate)
- leaves edible when young
- stem and seeds (musilage): high carbohydrate, used for thickening soups and seed cakes
- used against stings/bites (Nettles)
- great wound healer
2.3.1.2 Wild Strawberries
- edible berries
- tea
2.3.1.3 Pendulous Sedge
- female seeds edible
- leaves used for weaving
- leaves not edible as too high in cellulose
2.3.1.4 Water Pepper
- seeds can be substitute for pepper
- water indicator
- good for menstruation, but also abortive
2.3.1.5 Alehoof (Ground Ivy)
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- in the past was used to make beer taste bitter
- herbal flavour
- detox tea
2.3.1.6 (Marsh) Thistle
- mainly stem edible, but all parts of thistle edible, but don't eat halfway through the second
year
2.3.1.7 Primrose
- all plant above root edible
- ancient woodland indicator
2.3.1.8 Mint
- lots of uses
2.3.1.9 Burdock
- all edible
- leaves very bitter (need a lot of boiling)
- root very nice and high in carbohydrate (antibiotic)
2.3.1.10 Nettle
- high in Vitamin A and C, iron, histamine and formic acid (like ants)
- all goodness in the young leaves (avoid harvesting when flowering)
- cordage and clothes
2.3.2 Medicinal Plants
2.3.2.1 Hedge Woundwort
- astringent (tightens muscles and increases blood flow = good for wounds)
- good against Nettle stings and insect bites
2.3.2.2 Selfheal
- used for eye wash and sore throats
2.3.2.3 Woodavens (Herb Bennett)
- root used against tooth aches (smells of clove)
- used for stomach upsets
- young leaves are edible
2.3.2.4 Wood Spurge
- sap used for burning off warts
- burns throat if eaten
- ancient woodland indicator
2.3.3 Plants with other uses
2.3.3.1 Wood Sorrell
- has too much calcium to eat a lot, smells like apple
- good for cleaning knives - oxalic acid
2.3.4 Poisonous Plants
2.3.4.1 Yellow Pimpernel
- slightly toxic
- ancient woodland indicator
2.3.4.2 Foxglove
- poisonous
2.3.4.3 Hemlock Water Dropwort
- very poisonous
- never dig for water in Hemlock area
2.4 Habitats - Unit 4
2.4.1 Woodlands
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Woodland, forest and scrub
2.4.2 Wetlands, Lakes and Rivers
Standing and running inland water
2.4.3 Hedgerow, Grassland and Parkland
Rural open grassland and hedgerows
2.4.4 Heathland and Moorland
2.4.5 Farmland
Cultivated land and crops
2.4.6 Coastal and Marine
Sea, cliffs and beaches
2.4.7 Uplands
Inland rocks, hills, fells and mountains
2.4.8 Urban, Gardens and Brownfield
Cities, towns, brownfields and urban gardens
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3. Crafts
3.1 Tools - Units 1, 2, 3
3.1.1 The law
3.1.2 Safe use, storage and preventing injuries
3.1.3 Tools
3.1.3.1 Knife
3.1.3.2 Axe
3.1.3.3 Saw (bow and folding)
3.1.3.4 Crooked Knife
3.1.3.5 Draw Knife
3.1.3.6 Froe
3.2 Making Craft Items - Unit 1, 2, 3
3.2.1 Trees
3.2.1.1 Tent Peg
3.2.1.2 Feather Sticks
3.2.1.3 Spoon
3.2.1.4 Wagon Stick
3.2.1.5 Bow and arrow
3.2.1.6 Making charcoal
3.2.1.7 Box/basket (bark)
3.2.1.8 Canoe (bark)
3.2.2 Plants
3.2.2.1 Cordage
3.2.2.2 Making char cloth
3.2.3 Minerals
3.2.3.1 Clay work
3.2.3.2 Flint knapping
3.2.4 Metals
3.2.4.1 Forging
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